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1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
~ 
Metric English ~ 
- \ 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ______ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft (or mi) Time ________ t second _________________ s second (or hour) _______ sec (or br) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound __ ___ Ib 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___________ hp 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per hour ______ kph miles per hour ______ __ mph meters per second _______ mps feet per second ________ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg . 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/sec2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-'-s2 at 15° C 
and 760 mm; or 0.002378 lb-ft-' sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/ms or 
0.07651 lb/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 




b2 A&pect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~p V' 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL= q~ 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= q~ 
Profile drag, absolute co~fficient ODO=~ 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODl=~ 
,q 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODlI=~S 





Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, ;J!!:. where l is a linear dimen-
p. 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 mph, 
standard pressure at 15° C, the corresponding 
R eynolds number is 935,400; or for an airfoil 
of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corresponding 
R eynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Anglo of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced . 
An~le of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF PROFILE 
MODIFICATION AND TABS ON THE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF AILERONS ON A LOW -DRAG AffiFOIL 
By R OBE RT 11. C R ANE and R ALPH W. H OLTZ CLAW 
SUMMARY 
An investigation has been made to determine the ;ffect oj 
(;ontrol-surface profile modification. on the aerodynamic char-
acteristic oj an NACA low-drag airfot l equipped with a 
0.20-chord and a O.lo-chord ail ron. Tab characteristics have 
been obtained jor 0.20-ai leron chord tabs on two oj the 0.20-
chord ailerons. 
Thickening the ai leron profile or thickening and beveling the 
trailing edge oj the aileron wa jound to reduce the aileron 
effectivenes , reduce the lope oj the wing- ection lift curve, 
and reduce the hinge-moment coeffici nt . Thinning the profile 
had the opposite effect. The effects of profile thicknes on the 
ail ron characteristics decreased with increa ing angle oj attack , 
there b ing practically no eff, ct at an angle oj attack oj 12°. 
For th thickened and beveled trailing edges the eff ects wel'p 
maximumjor the bevel, the length oj which was 20 peTcent oj the 
aileTon chord, and decrea ed JOT both increasing and dec Teasing 
bevel lengths . Thickening the profile or thickening and beveling 
the trailing edge caused a slight incr a e in minimum profile-
drag coefficient, but thinning the' pTofile had no effect. 
It is demon trated that deviation ' oj the oTder oj ± 0.005-
aileTon chord jrom the specified profile on the aileron of a 
typical pur uit aiTplane can cause tick10Tce variations oj ±20 
pounds for a laTge rate oj roll at an indicated airspeed of 300 
miles per hour. I t is also shown that the danger oj overbalance 
at mall deflections oj closely balanced ailerons can be dimini hed 
by thickening oj the aileron profile if the internal-balance chord 
is imultaneou ly reduced to maintain the ame ti ck j orce jor a 
lal'ge Tate of Toll. 
Thickening and beveling the trailing edge on a typical ai leTon 
installation caused a reduction oj 50 percent in the control 
jorce j or a laTge rate oj roll at high peed. W hen used in con-
junction with internal balance, the thickened and beveled profile 
re.sulted in a 30-peTcent reduction in the no e balance required 
J OT a given contTolforce at high p ed. Under the e condition , 
the vaTiation oj control jorce with Tate oj roll was more nearly 
linear j or the aileTon oj normal profile than jor the aileTon 
with thickened and beveled trailing edges . 
B a ic data are pre ented jrom which the effect oj tabs can be 
calculated j or specific ca The data are s1.ffjicient jor the 
solutwn oj problem oj fixed tab with a dijJerentiallinkage, a 
well as simple and spring-linked balancing t(: b ~ . 
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INTRODUCTION 
With every increa e in ize and speed of modern high-
performance airplan , the problem of at taining adequate 
lateral con trol withou t exce ive cont,rol forces becomes less 
amenable to olution by simple aerodynamic balancing 
methods. Of the variou methods of aerodynamic balance, 
available, one of the mo t efficient i the ealedj n bernal nose 
balance. H owever , uffi -ien t control lightne s frequ ently 
canno t be atisfactorily at tained by the n e of an internal 
no e balance alone, The nece sary balance may be so large 
that the required control·smface deflection canno t be 
ob tained, or tructm al nece sities of the main urfaces may 
be such that adequate bal ance canno t be incorporated. in the 
des ign. Aileron profile offer a convenien t mean of adjust-
ing tbe a ileron cO.lJ trol characteristic. The efficacy of pl'ofile 
varia tions in modifying aerodynamic characteristics, and the 
con equen t neces ity of fabricating to clo e tolerance, must 
be appreciated when i t is desired to ob tain pecified aileron 
characteristics on any one airplane or to maintain a r ea on-
able constancy of characteristic jn a number of airplane of 
the arne design . PI' viou e)...,})erimen t have indicated that 
thickening and beveling the control-surface trailing edge i a 
powerful means of adju tin D' hinge-momen t characteristics. 
Result of tests reported in references 1, 2, and 3 have shown 
tab to be an effective means of adjusting hinge· moment 
characteri tic when u ed a fixed tabs in conj unction wi th 
a differen tial linkage, or a imple or pring-linked balancing 
tabs. 
The purpose of the Les t r eported herein wa to ob tain 
quan ti tative data on th effect of aileron profile and trailing-
edge modification and the effects of tabs on the charac ter-
istic of aileron on a low-drag airfoil , and to form a logical 
ba is for the pecifi a tion of aileron tolerance . 
COEFFI IENTS A D CORRECTIO S 
The coeffi cien t u ed in the pre en tation of resul ts follow: 
Cllo au'foil ection profil e-drag coefficient (do/qc) 
Ch aileron section hing -moment coefficien t (h/qca2) 
Ch t tab ection hinge-moment coefficien t (ht/ge /) 
Cl aU'foil ection lift coefficient (l/gc) 
Crn au'foil ection pit hing-momen t coefficien t (m/qc2) 
1 




airfoil ection normal-force coefficient (n/qc) 
in Lernal tatic pres m e at aileron 11 0 e div ided by 
dynamic pres ure 
incremen t of Cdo due Lo defl ecting the aileron from 
neutral 
increment of Ch due Lo drflectin o- Lhe aileron from 
nrutral 
C'I of up-aileron minu Ch of dovln-aileron 
incr rm en L of Cl due to leflecting the aileron from 
neutral 
Cl of down-aile'ron minus Cl of up-a ileron 
increment of pre ure coeffi cient aero aileron no e 
eal (pre ur below seal minu pre m e above eal 
divided by dynami c pressure) 
c chord of airfoil with urface neu tra l, feet 
Ca chord of ail eron aft of ail eron hing lin e, feeL 
c, chord of tab aft of tab hinge lin e, feeL 
do airfoil section profile drag, pound 
h aileron secLion hinge momell t, foo t-pound 
h, tab ectio n h ino-e moment, foot-pou nd 
l airfoil ection lift, potind 
m airfoil sec tion pi tching momenL abo ut quarter chord 
of airfoil , foot-po und 
n airfoil eet ion normal force, pound 
q dynamic pre , ure of air Lream (tp 112), pound per 
quare foot 
V free-stream velocity, feet per econd 
In addi tion to the preceding, the following ymhol are 
C'mployed: 
a o Ill1g1e of attack for a irfoil of in fi ni te a pect rat io, 
degree 
Ou a ileron d fl ec tion wi th re pect to the airfoil , d0gree 
Ot tab deflection with re pect to the a il rOll , degrees 
b wing span of a um ed airplane, feet 
P. rate of roll , radians per second 
d incremen t above the normal profile of the upper and 
lower urface Ol'din a te of the modified aileron 
profile at 0.5ca 
11/ ind icated a ir pc d, miles per hour 
c"a = COCh/Oa )6a=6,=O (mea uJ"ed through a = OO) 
Ch6a =(OCh/OOa)o:~6,_O (m ea ured through oa= OO) 
Ch~t =(OCh/OO,)a-6a=O (measure I through 0,= 0°) 
Chla = (OCh,/oa )6a=6,=O (measured through a = OO) 
ChI = (OC", /OOa)a_6,=O (m0a ure I through oa= OO) 6a 
ChI = (OCht/OO,)a=6a=O (measur-rel Lhrough 0,= 0°) 6, 
C'a = (OcdOa)6a-6t-O (measured through a= OO) 
cZ~a = (ocdOOa)o:-lt=O (measured through oa = OO) 
c/6, = (oCt/OO,)a=6a=O (m easured through Ot= OO) 
The ubscripts out jd the paren thc e repres n t Lh e 
facLors held con tan t luring the mea m ement of the param-
eter . 
The lift coeffi cienL, profil e-drag coefficien t, and pitching-
momen t coefficien t have been corrected for tunnel-wall 
effect. ection profil e drag wa determined by mea ure-
men t of 10 of momentum in the win wake. A com-
pari on of force-te t and pre sure-distribu t ion mea m emen t 
of ec tion lift co fficien t and section pi tchi11O"-mOment 
coefficient indi cated that the end pl a te had no effect on 
th ese coefficient with the con t rol mface neut ral. No cor-
rection have been applied to section hinge-mom en t coeffi-
cien ts and no end-plate correction ha been applied to t::.cz. 
Becau e of possible tip 10 e, it i beli ved that the m easured 
aileron effectivene i ligh tly 10"" and rate of roll omputed 
from the e da a will be con erva tiH. By ompari on of 
the e data with ection data on a similar airfoil , it 1 e -
tirnated that t he decrea e in the value of .6CI d ue to thi effect 
is no t m or than 12 percent . 
TABLE I.- NACA 66, 2- 216 (a= O.6) AI RFOIL 
• [ lalions and ordinate nre gi"en in percent of the airfoil chord] 
Upper surface Lower surface 
Station Ordinate (a lion Ordinate 
0 0 0 0 
0.3il 1. 242 0.629 '- 1. 112 
0.607 I. 501 O. 93 -1.319 
1.091 I. 6 1. 409 -1.608 
2.317 2.615 2.6 3 -2.127 
4.794 3.701 5.206 -2. 69 
7.284 4.563 7.716 -3.441 
9.781 5.308 10.219 -3.934 
14 . 788 6.500 15.212 -4.702 
19.806 7. 42 20. 19~ -5.290 
24. 32 .155 25.16 -5.741 
29.862 8.70 30. 13 -6. 0 
34. 97 9.09 35.103 -6.312 
39.936 9.356 40.064 -6. 462 
44.97 9.471 45.022 -6.523 
50.023 9.431 49.977 -6. 4 3 
55.073 9.224 54 . 927 -6.336 
60.141 00 59. 59 -6.04 
65.191 . 084 61.809 -5.574 
70. 19 7.0 69. 02 -4. 66 
75. I 1 5. 9 74 . 19 -4.037 
0. 14 4. 5 79. 52 -3.107 
5.106 3.265 4. 94 -2.177 
90.061 I. 937 9.939 -1.235 
95.021 0. 762 94.979 -0.432 
100 0 100 0 
---
Leading-edge radi u = 1.575 Trai ling· dge radius=0.0625 
MODEL A D APPARAT 
The airfoil u ed in the e tests wa co n tru cted of laminated 
mahogany to the NAOA 66, 2- 216 (a= 0.6) profile of 4-foot 
chord and 5-foot pan . The airfoil ordinate ar e giv n in 
table I. The aft 0.35 chord of the airfoil wa made remov-
a ble to allow the te ting of aileron of variou chord . A 
olid trailing-edge ection wa con tructed and thi ection 
and the main au-foil were equipped with a ingle row of 
pre m e orifice built inLo the upper and lower urface of 
the airfoil a the midspan ection . 
The ailerons were con tructed of laminated m ahogany and 
had a radius no e with a no e-gap eal of den tal rubber dam. 
The aileron ordinates for the thickened and thinne 1 profilo 
are given in table II and ordinate for the thi kened and 
beveled railing-edge profile are given in table III. The 
ordinate of he norm al-profile aileron are the arne as the 
corre pondino- ordinate of the NA A 66,2- 216 (a= 0.6) 
aU·foil. The d tail of the aileron and the modification 
te ted are hown in figur 1, 2, and 3. The m thod of 
determining the profile of thickened and beveled trailing 
edge i de cribed in the appendix. ince, a hown in 
figure 3, beveling the trailing edge wa nece arily accom-
panied by a definite amount of thickening, the profile 0 
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(a) :\formal profile. 
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(c) Intermediate-thickened profile. 
(d ) Thinned profile. 
FIG URE l.- Profile variation on the O.20-chord, sealed gap, p lain a ileron 
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(a) Normal protile. 
(b) trsight-sid d profile. 











_______ C a ___ _ 
(c) Intcrmedjate·thickcned profi!e. 
(d) Thinned profile. 
F IG URE 2.- Profilc \'nria tions on the O.1l)-chord, scaler! gap, pla in aileron. 
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(8) Oo4Oe. bevel. 




~ .20ca Rounded~ -= ". JO° 30' 
Chord line·.. --- - ' ------+;~~.:-
Round edge" 
TE. rod. = .00061:: 
(e) 
-Pressure tubes 
f«------- .zOc --------1 
J.lOCa --.L0075c Round edge.,;, 
++-_.-__ ....::C.:.:..n:..::ord line· . ----= 
(e) 0.2Oc. bevel. 
(d) a. IOc. bevel. 
= .0375c 33° 30' . 
T.E. rod. = .0006c 
FIG CRE 3.-Thickened and beveled trailing edges on 0.2O-chord, plain ai l rons. 
modified are for implicity hereafter referred to a beveled 
Lrailing- dge aileron and beveling the trailing edge is under-
tood to mean thickening and beveling a hown by the 
figure. 
TABLE H.- ORDINATE OF THE KOR~1AL PROFILE 
AILERONS AND THE AILERON OF TI-IICKENED AND 
THINNED PROFILES 
[ Lations !th'en arc win~ stations and ordinates are in percent or the a irroil chord) 
0.2Oe Ailerons (1' . E. radius=O.0625) 
'ormal profile trnight-s ided Intermedinte Thinned profile profile thickened p rofile 
tation 
Upper Lower Upper Lower pper Lower Upper Lower 
--------------------------
81. 25 4.27 -2. 5 4.27 -2.85 4. 27 -2.85 4.27 -2. 5 
83. 33 3.77 -2. 45 3. 0 -2.55 3.78 -2.50 3.73 -2. 40 
85.42 3.21 -2.07 3.33 -2.24 3.27 -2. 16 3.1 5 - 1. 99 
87.50 2. 65 -1.67 2.88 - 1.93 2.76 -1.80 2.53 - 1. 54 
9. 58 2.08 -1.28 2.40 - 1. 61 2.24 -1. 45 1. 93 - 1. 11 
91. 67 1.54 -0.91 I. 93 - 1. 30 1. 73 -1. 11 1. 35 -0. 72 
93.75 1.06 -0. 58 1. 44 -0. 99 1. 25 -0.79 O. -0.3 
95. 0.63 -0.33 0.9 -0.68 0.80 -0.50 0. 50 -0. 16 
97.92 0.31 -0.17 0.51 -0.36 0.41 -0.26 0.24 -0.07 
100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.15c Ailerons ('1'. E. radius=O.0625) 
87.50 2.65 - 1. 67 2.71 -1. 75 2.68 -1.71 2. 61 - 1. 60 
89.58 2. - I. 2.26 -1.48 2.17 -1. 2.00 - 1.17 
91.67 1. 54 -0.92 1. 2 -I. 19 1. 69 -1.06 1. 39 -0. 76 
93. 75 1. 06 -0. 1. 38 -0.00 1. 22 
I 
-0. 75 O. 5 -0.38 
95.83 0.63 -0.33 0. 92 -0.60 0. 7 -0. 47 0.45 -0. 16 
97. 92 0.31 -0.17 0. 4 -0.33 0. 40 -0. 25 0.21 -0.07 
100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tabs of 0.20-aileron chord were te ted ()n 0.20-chord nor-
mal profile and traight- ided profile ailerons. The tab 
were full pan con tructed of teel in four section to mini-
mize the panwi e bending. The tabs had a radius no e and 
an unsealed no e gap of 0.000 c. The ordinate of 
the tab were the am a the con e ponding ordinate of 
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Nose rod. = .0375c , 
Nose rod. = .0046c , 
TE r od. = .0006c 











Nose rod. = .0079'c ... 
TE rod = .0006c 
F IGUR E 5.-The 0.20 a ileron cbord tab on tbe straight-sided profile a ileron . 
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TABLE III.- ORDIN ATE OF BEVELED PROFILE 
AILERON 
I tations given a re wing s tat ions a nd ordina te a re in p rcent of the a irfoi l chord] 
0. 40e. bevel 0.30e. bevel 0.20e. beve l O. lOe. bevel 
ta- U p- Low- Sta- U p- Low- la- U p- Low- Sta - U p- L ow-




I. 25 4. 2i -2. 5 8 1. 25 4. 27 - 2. 5 8 1. 25 4.27 - 2. 5 I. 25 4. 27 - 2. 5 
3.33 3. i7 -2. 45 3.33 3. 77 - 2.45 83. 33 3. 77 - 2. 45 3. 33 3. 77 - 2.45 
5.42 3.21 - 2. 07 5. 42 3. 21 - 2. 0i 5. 42 3. 21 - 2. 07 5.42 3. 21 - 2.07 
87. 50 2. il - 1.75 7. 50 2.68 - I. i2 8~ : ~~ 2.65 - 1. 67 i . 50 2.65 -1. 6i 89. 5 2. 29 - 1.48 9.58 2.23 -1.44 2. 10 - 1. 33 9.58 2.08 - 1.28 
91. 67 2. 01 - 1.41 91. 6i 1. 88 - I. 25 91. 6i I. 6i -1.1 5 9 1. 6i 1. 56 -0. 98 
92.00 2. 00 - 1.40 93. 75 1. 65 - I.N 93.75 1. 3 -1.05 93. i 5 1.I3 -0. i9 
94. 00 1. 64 - 1. 23 96. 00 I. 27 -0. 98 95. 3 0.83 =~:~~ 98. 00 0. 73 
t raight line froIU Straight line from t m ight line from tmight line from 
this station Lfll1- this sta tion ta n this sta tion ta n- this s ta t.ion t 3 1l-
gent to '1' . E . ra- gent to 'f. E . ra- gent to T . E . ra- gent La T . E. ra-
diu of 0.062 dillS of 0.062 dius of 0.0 2 dius of 0.062 
TEST IN TALLATION 
The airfo il wa moun ted vertically in the test ect ion of 
the Arne 7- by 10-foot winel tunn el ~ o. 1 as sho\m in the 
photograph of figure 6. End plate "-ere attached to the 
5-foot- pan ection. Fairings of the ame airfoil . ection as 
the win O' were fa tened to the t unn el floo r and ceilin O' turn-
table and were used to hicld the co no ections between th 
FiG URE 6.-The N A C A 66, 2- 216 (a= 0.6) airfoil equipped with the O.20·chord plain a ileron 
of norm al profile. 
model and balance frame. These fairings were not equipped 
with aileron. Pro V! 10D w re made for changing the angle 
of attack and the aileron angle while the tunnel was in opera-
tion. Aileron and tab hinge moments were measured by 
mean of electrical re istance-type train gages whi h were 
mounted on member restraining the torque tubes of the 
urface from rotation. 
TESTS 
For each of the aileron-profile and trailing-e 1ge modifica-
tion , two erie of to t were made. The fir t eric obtained 
aileron characte ri tic at the highe t R eynold number 
obtainabl (9 ,000,000) at five angles of attack (_ 4°, _ 2°, 
0°, 2°, and 4°) . A econd eric at angles of atLack of 0°, 
4°, 0 , and 12° \Va mad at a reduced R eynolds number 
(3, 00,000) . With the aileron neu tral, section charactcr-
i tic were obtained at a R eynold number of ,200,000. 
ection profile-drag oeffieient were obtained with the ail-
eron neutral, at the ideal lift coefficient (cl= 0.2l) over a 
Reynolds number range of 3,000,000 to 10,000,000. 
For the tab inve tigatio.q. . the characteri tic were obtained 
for each of the two aileron profile at a Reynolds number of 
9,000,000 for angles of attack of _ 4°, _ 2°, 0°, 2°, and 4°. 
The c data covered a range of aileron deflection of ± 20° 
and a ranO'c of tab d fle t ion of ± 25°. imilar data were 
obtained at angle of attack of ° and 12° at te t R eynold 
numbers of 6,700 ,000 and 5,500,000 , re pectively. With 
the aileron n utral , ection characteristie wore obtained for 
tab deflection from - 25° to 25° at a Reynold number of 
,200,000. 
RESULTS A D DISCUS 10 
BASIC SECTION DATA 
The basic section data may be u tilized to pI' dict the 
ection haracteristics of ailerons with any amolUlt of 
in ternal no e balance by mean of the equation 
where 
(c"h aileron section binge-moment coefficien t of aileron 
with sealed internal no e balanc 
CII aileron ection bi nge-moment co fficient of plain 
aileron 
B no e balance ( xpressecl as fraction of ca) 
R nose radiu of plain ail ron (e),,'Pres ed as fraction of 
ca) 
While the ba ic data are u cful for pLU·pO es of aileron 
design the prediction and comparison of the effect of aileron 
profile modification may be more conveniently demon trated 
by means of ection parameter . For thi purpo e plot 
howing the relation of various coefficient and parameters to 
other independent variables have been prepared. These 
plot tog ther with th other summary figures prepared for 
the purpose of dis ussion are presented in figure 7 to 29. 
The b (L ic section data are included in figures 30 to 64. For 
case of di cu sion the effect of aileron profile modification, 
tbickened and beveled trailing edge, and tab will be 
eli cussed separately. 
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FIG UllE .- The effect of modifications of the ail ron profi l on tbe section parameters of an 
NACA 66, 2- 216 (0=0.6) airfoil equippcd with a O.I5-chord, £ealed gap, plain ai leroll . 
AIL E RO N PRO FIL E MODIFI CATI O S 
Aileron effectiveness.- The efl'ect of the profile variations' 
on thc ailCl'on-cffe tivcne parameter Cl~a is shown in 
fi gure 7 and . T hick ning the ail eron profile reduced the 
effectiv ene s, alld thinning the profile inC1'ea ed i t, the 
change being very nearly a linear iLUlction of d. 
Aileron profi le ha.d a similar influence on ffectivene s a t 
the higher aileron defle ction where the flow ov l' the aileron 
had separated. Exan:ination of tbe ba ic data of figures 31 
to 3 indicates that the difference du e to profile modification 
decrea cd at the higher angle of attack, there being only a 
minor vari ation in efi'ectivene at an angle of attack of 12° 
for the val'i ou ai leron profile. 
To determine th e eH'ee t of control-surface pI' fil e on the 
aileron effeeti veness of a tYl)ical installation , the e data have 
been appli ed to the prediction of the aileron con trol charac-
teri tic of a typical pur ui t airplane. The airplane da ta 
nece ary for the calculation ar presen ted in table I'i. 
The calculation have been made a smiling zero ide lip of 
the airplan e and no tor ional defl ection of the wing. The 
effect of ailcron profile on the win O' lift-curv lope ha been 
included in determination of Cl7J the damping-moment 
oeffici n t clue to rolling. T he calculated varia tion of 
pb/2V with total aileron deflection for the variou aileron 
profiles is pre ented in figures 9 and 10 for indica.ted air-
speeds of 300 and 120 miles per hour. Examination of the e 
figure rev al th at the total aileron deflection nece ary to 
produce a give n pb/2V at low peed i little influenced by 
aileron profil e. Tbu , the ize and the total defl ection for 
an installation of give n effectivene will be unchang cl by 
control- ul'face profile modification . 
T AB LE IV.- HARA T ERI TIC OF A 
" ring: 
Area, square reC'l _______________ ___________ ____ _ 
Span , fecL . ___ • _____ . ___ . __ •••• ____ .. _______ .. _. 
AspecL ratio ___ . ____ ._ . _______ . ___________ ... __ _ 
rl'apl'r ratio _____ __ ____________ . ______________ _ 


















Span ___________ . __________________ . ____________ _ From 0.50b12 From 0.500/2 
Chord _._. ________ .•. ___________ . ______________ _ 
D efl ection . __ . _ . __ . ________________________ . __ .. 
Airplane: 
Wing lo~ding. pounds pcr square fooL _. ______ ._ 
A i1eron differentia L ________ . __________ ___ . ____ _ 
tick travel, inches ________________ . __________ _ 
Control whee l traveL . ____ ___________________ __ _ 
Contro l wheel d iameter, inches _. ______________ _ 









Aileron hinge moments .- The aileron hinge-momen t 
parameLer Cha and Ch~ are plo tted in figure 7 and as 
a 
functions of d. The e figures indicate LhaL hoLh of the e 
parameter a re in ver ely proportional Lo d. The valu e of 
( OCh/OOl)~a ya ri ecl wiLh angle of attack and aileron deflection. 
At mall angles of attaek and zero aileron deOection, there 
wa an approximaLe linear variaLion of ( OCh/OOl)~a=o wi th 
d. At angle of attack gl'ea er than 6°, ( ochloOl )~a ha an 
approxima Lcly constan t valu of - 0.0 10 irrespective of 
aileron profil e. 
The da ta. of figure 7 and have been plotted in figures 
11 and 12 a hinge-momen t parameter again t lift param-
eter . Th e curves how the rela tive dependl'nce of the 
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FIGU RE 9.- The influence of profile on a ileron effectiveness as applied to a typical pursui t 
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F IGU RE to.- The inOuence of profi le on a ileron effectiveness as app lied to a typica l pursui t 
a irplane. 0.15-chord , seal d gal a ilerons; equal UI) a nd dOWI1 a ileron deflection; assumed 
rigid wing and zero sid eslip . 
aileron hinge moments on the aileron effec tivenes and on 
the lope of the wing-section lift curvc, and indicate tha t 
any redueLion in hinge moments by profile alteration i 
accompanied by a corresponding decrea e in efl'ectlvenes . 
Since the effect of aileron profile on !::"P/q wa small, the 
binge-moment coefficients of aileron with internal nose 
balance will exhibi t aileron profile effect imilar to those 
observed on the plain ailerons . As separation occur over 
the aileron at large deflections, there is an abrupt 10 sin P/q 
over the suction side of the control (side opposite the de-
flection). This 10 s accounts for the nonlinea rity of the 
curves of !::"P/q against oa (figs. 31 to 38) . It; is this redu c-
tion in !::"P/q which cause the nonlinearity of hinge-moment 
curves of ailerons with large amOUl1 ts of internal no e 
balance_ 
Aileron control forces.- The effect of modification of the 
aileron profile on aileron control characteristics may be 
evaluated from two considerations: the reduction in con-
trol force due to the profile modification when the aileron i 
de igned with a given aerodynamic no e ba lance, and the 
reduction in nose balance due to the profile modification 
when the aileron i designed for a given control force. 
Figures 13 and 14 ill u trate the changes in control-force 
characteristic which resul t from small changes in ail eron 
profile. The variation of stick force with pb/2Vfor a typical 
pursuit airplane equippcd wi th 0.20-chord ailerons with 
0.534ca internal nose balance i pre en ted in these figures for 
indicated airspeeds of 300 and 120 miles per hour. At the 
higher speed, a decrease of O.OOgca in the aileron ordinates at 
0.5ca reduces the pb/2V obtainable with a 30-pound tick 
force from 0.0 1,00.056 and more than double the stick force 
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FIG URE 13.- T he effect oC mod ification of tbe a ileron profile on the aileron·control character-
ist ics oC a typical pursui t airplaue equipl ed with 0.2O-chord, sealed gap ailerons witb O.53c. 
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FIGU RE H.- The effcct of modifications oC the aileron prome on the a iJeron-control character-
istics of a typical pursuit airplane equipped with 0.2O-cbord, sealed gap a ilerons with O.53c. 
internal uose balance at an indicated airspeed oC 120 mph. 
for a pb/2V of 0.08. Increa ing the mid-chord ordinate of 
the aileron O.OOgca change the tick forc from 8 pounds to 
an overbalance of 7 pounds at a pb/2Vof 0.05. ince results 
of overbalance are likely to prove catastrophic in a high-speed 
dive, clue to the ailerons taking control, every effort hould 
be made to maintain manufacturing tolerances and allowabl 
slU'face deformation at a value which would preclude the 
OCCLlrrence of thi condition. 
The possible use of aileron profile changes to obtain de ired 
stick-force characteristics is illustrated by figm e 15 and 16. 
Control-force characteri tic are hown for a typi al pur nit 
airplane equipped wi th 0.20- hord aileron. The airplane 
data 'necessary for the calculations are pre en ted in table IV. 
E ach aileron wa assumed to have an internal no e balance 
such that a pb/2V of 0.0 could be obtained wi th a 30-
pound stick force at an indicated airspeed of 300 miles per 
hom . It will be observed that the thin-profile aileron which 
is clo ely enough balanced to ati fy the 30-pound tick-
force limitation at high peed i overbalanced 4 pound at a 
pb/2V of 0.035. A the aileron profile is thickened, the 
control-force gradien t become more po itive, and the lineal' 
range of the gradien t is extended to larger value of pb/2V. 
The primary problem of aileron-balance de ign is to make 
the con trol ligh t enough at very high peed, while avoiding 
overbalance in any part of the deflection range, and retain-
ing ufficien t "feel" at low speed . The danger of over-
balance can be minimized by t.he attainment of a linear varia-
tion of con trol force with pb/2V at high . peed . The non-
lineari ty of the hinge-momen t curves of ailerons desio-ned 
wi th in ternal no e balance prevent the realization of till 
ideal condi tion , bu t aileron profile offers a limited mean of 
con trolling the value and the linear r ange of thi con trol-
force gradient. The. e effects of aileron profile on control-
force gradient are due mainly to two cause : the reduction 
in the amount of nose balance requir ed by the thickened 
aileron profiles, wi th the consequent reduction in the non-
lineari ty of the hinge-momen t curves of the balanced aileron ; 
and the presence of an wlfavorable re ponse characteri tic 
(posi tive (OCh/oa)Oa at low aileron deflection (where an 
incre~t e in stick force i desired), witb. favorable r e pon e at 
high aileron deflection (where a decrea e in stick force i 
de ired). Thi effect of re pon e on control-force gradient i 
illustrated by figure 17 presenting the varia tion of !::"c/ and 
!::"c/ for the tatic condition and for the dynamic rolling 
condition of the a umed pur nit airplane. 
The effect of aileron chord on the control-force character-
i tic can be obtained by a comparison of the 0.20-chord and 
0.15-chord ailerons of normal and straigh t- ided profile. 
Figure I present the variation of tick force "Tith pb/2 V 
when the 0.15-chord and the 0.20-chord aileron are each 
designed for a 30-pound tick force for a pb/2V of 0.0 on 
the typical pur uit aU'plane at an indica ted au' peed of 300 
miles per hour. I n all cases the 0.20-chord aileron produce 
a more nearly linear variation of stick force with pb/2V 
than can be acquired with the O.IS-chord aileron . 
Lift .- The variation of Cia with d is shown in figures 7 
and 8. The e cmves indicate that Cia varied approximately 
linearly wi.th el, decreasing as d wa increased. 
EFFEC'l'S OF PROFILE MODIFICA'PION AND TABS ON LOW-DRAG AIRFOIL AILERON CHARACTERISTICS 
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FIG URE I5.-The eJIect of modifications of the a ileron profile on tbe aileron-control cbaractcl'isties of a typical pursuit airplane equipped witb 0.2O-cbord, sealed gap ailcrons with su.tlicient 
internal nose balance for a 30-pound high-speed stick force at a pb/21' of 0.0 . 1',=300 mllb. 
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FIGURE 16.-The cJIect of modifications of the aileron profile on tbe aileron-control cbaracteri stic~ of a typical pnrsuit ai rplane CQ uipped witb 0.2O-cbord, sealcd gap ail(!rons with sufficient 
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F IGU RE li.-The variation of total hi nge moment coeffi cient with section lift coeffi cient increment for various 
O.20-chord aileron profiles, showi ng the effect of aileron profile on tbe response factor (variation of c. due to 









































EFFECTS OF PROFILE MODIFICATION AND TABS ON LOW- DRAG AIRFOIL AILERON CH ARACTERISTI 11 
Pitching moment.- Thickening the aileron profile cau ed 
an increa e in (ocm /oc/)oa=o corresponding to a forward bift 
of the aerodynamic center . Thi IS hown in figures 39 
and 40. 
Drag.- Figure 41 presents the variation of ection profi le-
drag coefficient with R eynold number at the ideal ection lift 
coefficient (cl= 0.21 ). Thinning the aileron profile had no 
effect on the section profIle-drag coefficien t, bu t thickening 
the profile to traigh t- ided caused an increase in cao of 0.0004 
for tbe 0.20-chord aileron and 0.0002 for the 0.15- chord 
aileron. 
Reynolds number .- Examination of figures 31 to 38 
reveal that at small angles of attack, increasing R eynold. 
number l'C ulted in a los in t:..c/, t:..c/, and 6P/q. The 
magnitude of these effects of increasing R eynolds number i a 
function of d, increa ing a d is increased. (Sec figs. 7 and .) 
At angles of attack bcyond thr low-drag range (greatcr than 
2° and les than _ 1°), tb effect of Reynolds number wa 
on iderably reduced. ~Iea Ul'ement of the airfoil bound-
a]'y-layer profile indicated that these R eynold number 
effect were caused by a forward movement of the tran ition 
point, with the aileron deflected, du e to increasing R eynolds 
number. Thi forward movement of tran ition, re ulting in 
a thickening of tb boundary layer at the beginning of the 
pressure recovery, reduce the peak of the ba ie inc]' mental 
lift and 1'0 ul t in a les complete recovery, tIl u causmg a 
d crea e in effectivene and t:..P/q. 
THICK ENED AND BEVELED TRAI L! G E DGES 
Aileron effectiveness .- The effect of the beveled trailing 
euge on the aileron efl'ectivene s wa similar to the effect of 
t hickening the aileron profile. The effect of the bevel wa 
to reduce the aileron effectivene s parameter (OOt /ooa)c" by 
a bout 10 percent. 
B veling the trailing edge had a similar influence on e£l'ec-
tivene at the higher aileron deflections, where the flow over 
the aileron ha separated. Examination of :figure 42 to 45 
I'C'veal that at an angle of attack of 12° there wa only a 
minor variation in efl'ectivene due to beveling. The 
deleteriou efl'ect of trailing-edge bevel on aileron efl'ective-
ne were a maximuin for the 0.20ca bevel and decrea ed for 
both increasing and clecrea ing bevel length . 
To determine the e£l'ect of beveled trailing edge on the 
aileron cbaracteristics of typical installations, the data have 
been applied to the prediction of the aileron control charac-
teri tic of the pur uit airplane di cu eel in connection with 
profile modifica tion, and to the prediction of the control 
characteri tic of a medium bomber. The airplane data 
nece al'y for the calculation are presented in table IV. 
The calculated variation of pb/2 r with total aileron defl ection 
for the various bevels i pre en ted in figme 19 and 20 for 
indicated airspeed of 300 and 120 miles pel' hoUl'. Examina-
tion of the e figures reveal that the aileron efl'ectivene s at 
low peed wa little influenced by aileron trailing-edge 
profile. Thus, as was the ca e for the profile mo li:fication , 
the ize and the total aileron deflection for an installation of 
given effectivene would be unchanged by beveling of the 
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F IGURE 19.- Effect of beveled trailing edges on aileron effectiveness as appli d to a typical 
pursui t airplane; O.20-cbord, sealed gap ailerons; equal up and down ail ron defl ection; 
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FIGUnE 2O.-Effect of beveled traili ng edges on aileron effectiYeness as applied to a typical 
med ium bomber; O.20·cbord , sea led ga p ailerons; equal up and down aileron deflection; 
a limed rigid wing and zero sid eslip. 
Aileron hinge moments .- A shown by figure 42 to 45, 
beveling the aileron trailinO' edge resulte I in an algebraic in-
crea e in Chou. However, at large angle of attack, the effect 
of the bevel tend to disappear. Comparative curves of t:..Ch 
gain t oa for the various bevel length are shown in figure 21. 
The balancing effect of the bevel increa ed with reduction in 
bevel length to an optimum value with the 0.20ca bevel. 
For the shorter bevel, the balancing effect wa Ie ened. 
nlike th thickened and thinlle I aileron profil e , the 
pre ence of the bcvC']C' l Lrailing edge ha I a, large eHect on 
the angular range of linear hinge-moment harucLel'istic . 
At Oto= O, this range wa re luced from 16° of Lotal aileron 
deflection fo1' the normal-profile aileron lo ° of loLal ai leron 
12 REPOR1' NO . 803- ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTIC 
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F IGURE 21.- EtJect of bcveled trailing edges on lJ.c. agai nst~. for O.20-cbord, sealcd gap, plain 
ailerons on an N ACA 66, 2-216 (a= O.6) airfoil at zero angle of attack. R =9,OOO,OOO. 
deflection for the 0.20ca beveL Thi linear range wa a 
minimum for the 0,20ca bevel, and increased for both in-
creasing and decrea ing bevel length . 
As in the case of the thickened and thinned profiles, the 
value of (oc,,/oa)~a varied with both angle of attack and 
aileron deflection. At mall angles of attack and mall 
aileron deflections, the beveled trailing edge cau cd a large 
algebraic increase in (Oc,, /oa)6a (from -0.0049 for the nor-
mal-profile aileron to 0.010 for the 0,20ca bevel) . A positive 
value of (Oc ,,/oa)6a will in luce an unfavorable re pon, e and 
will tend to increa e the effective dihedral and the damping 
in roll, slick free. A the aileron angle was increased, 
(oc,, /oa)6a becam negative (i. e. , the respon e became 
favorable) for the beveled profile at the aileron deflection 
at which separation occurred over the ailerons. At angle 
of attack greater than 6°, (oc,,/oa)6a=o had a con tant value 
of -0.010 irrespective of ailewn proftle. 
To determine the effect of no e seal on the bev led trail-
ing-edge profile, to ts at five angles of attack were made 
on the 0.20ca beveled proftle with a 0.25-inch (0.0052c) nose 
gap, Th data obtained are shown in figur 46. In addi-
tion to the 10 s in effectivene s u ually as ociated wi th th is 
condition, the no e gap decrea cd the hinge moment at low' 
aileron deBections and further decrea ed the angular range 
of linear-hinge-moment characteri tic. Becau e of the de-
creased efFectivenes , the un ealed beveled aileron is inferior 
to the scaled beveled aileron a a means of reducing con-
trol force. 
The data for the beveled trailing-edge aileron have been 
plotted in figure 11, together with the data for the thickened 
and thinned proftle , as hinge-moment parameter again t 
lift parameter to show the relative dependence of the 
aileron hinge moments on the aileron effectivene and on 
the lope of tbe wing ection lift curve. The mall deviation 
of the e:-:perimental points from th mean curve indicate 
that the rcla ion hip indicated a1' not influenced by the 
chol'clwise di tribution of thiekne of the contl'ol- urface 
profile. An eX'Perim ntal point is al 0 pre 0 ted from data 
obtained on J A A 0009 airfoil (rcfe1'en e 4) which indicate 
that for the same efl'ectivene s, similar hinge moments may 
be anticipate 1 for aileron on an I JAOA 66,2- 216 (a=0.6 ) 
airfoil a are experienced on aileron on an AOA 0009 air-
foil. A similar agreement be ween th subject data and 
the NAO \.. 0009 dala did not eArl t for Ch a again t C ia' 
The effect of i he beveled trailing edg on t:J> /q wa mall 
and imilar to the dTect of thickening the aileron profile. 
Aileron eontrol forces .- Figure 22 to 25 illu trace the 
changes in control-fo rce characteri tic which re ul t from a 
beveled trailing edge. The airplane data nec sary for 
the e calculation are pre ented in table IV. For the 
pursuit airplane, the ailerons were selcct -d with 0.40ca 
aerodynamic nose balance, and for the medium bomber no 
nose balance wa u cd. At a pb/2V of 0.0 at high speed, 
the 0.30ca bevel cau ed a 70-pound reduetion in tick force 
for the pur uit airplane and an O-pound reduction in wheel 
force for the m dium bomber. At low peed the pcr.cent 
reduction in control force due to the bevel wa les. This 
was cau ed by th previously mentioned reduction in bevel 
effect on hinge moment at large angle of attack. The 
efl'e ,t of the trailing-edge bevel on the angular range of 
linear control charactCl'i tics i further emphasized by 
figure 22 and 24. While the variation of con 1'01 force 
\\rlth pb/2V wa linear for the airplane equipped with normal-
proftle aileron to a pb /2V of 0.07, the lineal' range with the 
aileron with a 0.20ca bevel (ealed) extended only to a 
pb/2V of 0.035. The r moval of the no e eal on the 0.20ca 
bevel aileron further reduced this range to a pb/2V of 0.02. 
Figures 26 to 29 pre ent the valiation of control force with 
pb/2V when each aileron had an a umed nos balance uch 
Lhat a pb/2V of 0.0 could be attained with a tick force of 
30 pound at 300 mile per hour on the pursuit airplane and 
a wheel force of 0 pOllnd at 250 mile per hour on the 
medium bomber. 
For the pur uit all'plan uncleI' consideration , the 0.40ca, 
0.20ca, and 0.10ca beveled trailing-edge aileron were over-
balanced for moderate values of pb /2V at V f = 300 miles per 
hour. This overbalance is a result of the reduced linear 
range of hinge-moment coefficient again t aileron deflection 
due to the beveled trailing edge and the reduc d effective-
no of the beveled profil . Another contribuLing factor 
to the overbalance i the fact that the addition of the bevel 
cau ed a larger reduction in !1P /q at large aileron deflection 
than it did at mall aileron deflection. Thi difference 
increa e the effectivene of the interna.l balance at the 
aileron deflection corre ponding to low rate of roll and thu 
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FIGURE 22.-Eflect or beveled trailing edges on the aileron-control characteristics of a typica l 
pursuit airplane equipped with 0.2O-chord, scaled gap ailcrons with 0.40c. internal nose 
balance at an indicated airspeed of 300 mph. 
contribute Lo the overbalance. The e deleteriou 
arc parLially ompensaLed for by the reduced balance 
I' quired with Lhe beveled profiles and the pre ence of an 
unfavorable response at low aileron deflection and a favor-
able I' pon e at high aileron deflection, both facLor 
tending Lo increa e the linearity of stick force again t pb/2V. 
While the ailerons with 0.30ca bevel were not overbalanced, 
the variation of tick force wiLh pb/2V wa not a nearly 
linear as was the gradient attainable with the normal-
profil aileron. 
When applied to the medium bomber, the bevel had an 
equally large effect on the wheel-force gradient and the no e 
balance requ ired for a high-speed wheel force of 80 pound 
for a pb/2V of 0.08. When desio-ned for thi ondition, the 
r'equired no e balance varied from 0.455ca for the normal-
profile ail ron to 0.296ca for Lhe aileron wi th 0.30ca bevel. 
The effect on hio-h- peed wheel-force gradient was uch Lhat 
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FIGURE 23.-Elfect of beveled trailing edges on the aUerou-coutrol ebaracteristics of a typical 
pursuit airplane equipped with 0.2O.ohord, scaled gap ailerons with 0.40,. internal nose 
balance at an indicated airspeed of 120 mpb. 
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FIGURE 24.-Eflectof beveled trailing edges ou tbeaileron-eontrol cbaraeteristie' of" medium 
bomber equipped witb 0.2O-ehord, sealed gap ailerons witb no nose balance at an indicated 
airspeed of 250 mpb. 
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FIGURE 25.-Effect of beveled tra iling edges on the a ileron-control characteristics of a 
medium bomber equipped with O.20-chord, scaled ~a p ailerons with no nose ha la nce 
at an indicated ai rspeed of 100 mph. 
from 54 pounds for the normal profile Lo 25 pound for the 
0.40ca bevel profile. At low speed the control force wa 
increased du e to the pre ence of the bevel. This efl'ect is 
due to the redu ced nose balan ce requ ired of the beveled 
contour. 
Lift.- Thickening and beveling the aileron trailing-edae 
profil cau cd a deere a e in Cta' Th i is hown in figure 47 . 
The crl.'ect wa maximum for tll 0.20 Ca bevel and decreased 
for both increasing and de reasing bevel length. 
Pitehing- moment.- BevelinO' the aileron trailing edge 
caused an increase in (acm/aCt)6a=O corre poneling to a 
forward hift of the aerodynnmie center. This i shown in 
figu re 47. 
Drag.- Figure 4 present the variation of eetion profile 
drag coefficient with R eynolds n umber at the ideal lift 
coeffi cient (ct= 0.21 ). The pre enee of the aileron bevel 
cau cd an incrense in Cd
o 
of O.OOOL 
Reynolds number.- Examination of figures 42 to 45 and 
mea m ement of Lh airfoil boundary-layer profile indicaLed 
that R eynolds number had an effect on the beveled aileron 
profi les imilar to the ciTe t noted for the Lhiekened profiles. 
The ro ult was a 10 in D.c/ , D.c/, and DJ>/q. The maani LlIde 
of these effects wa a maximum for the 0.20 Ca bevel and de-
crea ed for both increasing and decrea ing bevel lengths. 
TABS 
Basic section data for 0.20-ai leron-chord tab on 0.20-
chord aileron arc pre en ted in figW'e 49 to 56 for the normal 
profile a ileron and in figures 57 to 64 ·for the traiahL-sided 
profile aileron. II hile the basic data are useful for purpose 
of design, the compar i on of the effects of tabs may be more 
conveniently demon trated by mean of thr ection param-
eter . The e parameter as obtained from the ba ic data arc 
summarized in table V. 
TABLE V.- SECTION PARA~"'IETERS OF THE NA A 66,2- 216 
(a = O.6) AIRFOIL EQUIPPED WITH O.20e PLAIN EALED 
ArLERO J D O.20e. PLAIN UN EALED TAB 
I 
Reynolds Normal t raight-Parameter 
number profi le sided profile 
<Jof/J6, 
---------
-0.4055 -0. 377 (~clf/Jo )6,=6,=. ,200,000 . 1053 . 0995 
(bc,f/J6')a .=6,= o 9, 000, 000 .0427 .0375 
(b c ,f/J~')a.=6 , =o 9,000,000 .0 105 .0085 
(bc, f/Ja )6,=6,= . ,200.000 -.004 
I 
.0017 
(oc, f/J6')a ,=6,=. 9.000, 000 =:~~g -.0050 (oc, /<J6')a ,=6, =o 9,000,000 
-.0075 
(~c, ,/iJa )6,=b , =o 8,200,000 - .002 -.0024 
(~c " f/J6')a ,=6,=o 9,000, 000 -.0044. .0010 
(bc,,JU6' )a . =6, =o 9,000,000 -.0074 -.0039 
!O(l!.P/q)!ba j6,=o,=. ,200,000 .009 .009 
o(ll P /q)/o6. a,=o,= . 9.000,000 .00 .06 
<J(ll P/q) /<J6,la .=6.=o 9, 000,000 .0055 .003 
Tab effectiveness .- The effeetivene of a tab a a means 
of reducina aileron hinge moment is mea LU'ed by the param-
eter aCh/aO, and by th e ratio of thi parameter to the param-
eter aCh/aOa' A hown by table V the value of aCh/aO, is 
- 0.00 5 for tbe normal-profile aileron a.ncl - 0.0075 for tbe 
traight- ided aileron. The e values arc comparable Lo 
val ue obtained for imilar control urface on an NA A 
f '1 ( f ) Th I fl' OCh/ 00 , . 0009 air 01 I'cerence 4 . e va ue o ' t 1e ratlO OCh/aOa IS 
O. 9 for the normal-profile aileron a compared to 1.5 for 
the traight- id cl ai leron. This indi cate that the tab on 
the traight-siclecl pla in aileron is approximately 6 percen t 
more r[ective than the tab on thc normal-profile plain ail-
eron. A migh t be expected. the tab on Lhe normal-profil e 
aileron remained effective to larger defl ection than did the 
tab on the straigh t-sided aileron. It should b noted that 
previou result (rci'errnee 5) hay indicated tab to be more 
effi cien t with th e Lab gaps ealed; however , the effect of 
cal was not included in the prese nt inve tigation . 
Tab hinge moments ,- The value of the tab hinge-moment 
parameter aCIl/ao, a hown in table V i - 0.0074 for the 
tab on the normal-profile aileron a compared to - 0.0039 
for the tab on the straight- ide 1 ail ron. The e values aro 
of approximately the , ame ratio a the ratio of Lhe aileron 
hinge-mom nL parameter aCII /aOa' 
Applications of tabs ,- It bas been hown in reference 1 
that fixed tabs in co njunction with a differenLial linkage off r 
a mea.ns for redu cillg aileron-operating force. uch tabs 
do not appreciably innuenc the aileron efl' ctivencs . 
The r ul t of rcferen e 2 have indicated that the 1I e of 
ailerons wi th imple or pring-linked balan cing tab would 
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~'IGURE 26.- EfIect of he\-~I ed trailing edges on the aileron-control cbaracteristics of a typical pu rsuit ai rplane equipped with O.20-ehord, sealed gap ailerons 
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r"'''HE 27.- F.fTet! of beveled trAiling edges on the aileron-eontrol characteristics of a typical pursui t airplane equipped with O.2O-ehord , scaled gap 
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FIGURE 28.- EffecL of beveled trailing edges on the aileron-control characteristics of a typical medium bomber equipped with O.2O-chord, sealed gap ailerons 
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FIGURE 2\l.-Effectofbeveled trailing edges on the aileron-control characteristics of a typical medium bomber equipped with O.20-chord , sealed gap ailerons 
with sufficient internal DOse balance for an SO-pound high-speed wheel force at a pb/2 V of 0.08. F,= tOO mph. 
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FIGURE 3O.-Section aerodynamic characteristics of an NACA 66. 2-216 (a=O.6) airfoil. 
reduce the high-speed control forces to considerably less than 
those experienced in the use of plain-sealed aileron if the 
systems were designed for low maxynum deflections. How-
ever, because the over-all effectiveness is less for an aileron 
and simple balancing-tab combination than for a plain ail-
eron, the chord, the span, or the maximum deflection must 
be greater for the aileron-tab combination than for the plain 
aileron to produce a given maximum rate of roll. 
The use of spring-linked tabs designed to give desirable 
force characteristics at large rates of roll at high speed would 
reduce the variation of control force with speed and would 
also cause an increase in rolling effectiveness for a given 
control deflection as the speed was reduced, relative to pJain 
ailerons or ailerons with simple balancing tabs. 
The basic tab data contained in figures 49 to 64 arc suffi-
cient for the application of tabs on a low-drag airfoil to any 
of the foregoing types of installations. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Results of tests of various aileron profile modification 
and tabs on the characteristics of ailerons on the N"ACA 66, 
2-216 (a=0.6) airfoil indicate the following conclusions: 
1. Aileron profile offers a convenient means of adj listing 
the high-speed control force and the control-force gradients 
for conventional ailerons on a low-drag wing. Thickening 
the profile, which decreases the aileron hinge moments, also 
decreases the aileron effectiveness. Thinning the profile has 
the opposite effect. These effects of profile diminish as the 
angle of attack is increased, there being practically n0 effect 
at an angl!' of llttack of 12°. 
2. The neces ity of fabricating aileron profile to close 
tolerances i illustrated in that deviations of the order of 
± 0.005 aileron chord from the specified profile on the ailerons 
of a typical pursuit airplane can cause stick-force variations 
of ± 20 pounds for a large rate of roll at an indicated ail'speed 
of 300 miles per hour. 
6. Of the aileron profile modifications included in this 
investigation, the aileron with the straight-sided profile dis-
played the most desirable force characteristics. The variation 
of high-speed control force with rate of roll was most nearly 
linear for this profile, thus minimizing the danger of aileron 
overbalance in high-speed flight. The ease of fabrication of 
a straight-sided profile is especially desirable when applica-
tion is to be made to a low-drag airfoil with its characteristic 
cusped profile. The application of tab to the straight-sided 
aileron offers no difficulties, the tab effectiveness being of the 
same order of magnitude as for the normal-profile installation. 
The increase in minimum section profile-drag coefficient 
caused by departure from the optimum cusped profile is only 
of the order of 10 percent. 
o consideration has been given in this report to the effects 
of compressibility. Tests have indicated that Mach number 
effects can be minimized by maintaining the trailing-edge 
angJe of the control surface at as small an angle as possible. 
It is thus possible that at very high Mach numbers the 
normal-profile aileron may be superior to the aileron of 
straight-sided profile. 
AMES AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, 
ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONA UTICS, 
MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 
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APPENDIX 
The m thod of determining the thickened and beveled 
profiles i ou tlined below: 
1. At the chord wise tation defining the bevel, a per-
pendicular wa erected. 
2. With the intersection of the mean line of the normal 
profile and the perpendicular a a center, a circle wa con-
tructed. 
3. The radius of the circle r wa such that the in tel' ection 
of line drawn from the hinge center of the aileron and the 
trailing edge of the aileron inter ected on the perpendicular 
at 10° at a distance r from the mean line. 
4. With the e inter ections defining their center two 
circle of radius r were constructed and tangent line drawn 
from the e circles to the tl'ailing-edo-e radius. 
5. The forward profile wa a free fairing for 0.40ca at 
which point normal profile wa regained . 
6. The inter ection of thi fairing and the bevel wa 
lightly rounded but no attempt wa made to fix thi radiu 
of curvature. 
This method of constru ction wa favored becau e it ,,-a 
a umed that the action of the bevel was similar to that of 
a balancing tab and it wa de ired to maintain every variable 
constant except the length of the bevel. The aileron profile 
forward of the bevel wa faired into the normal profile to 
eliminate the abrupt change in profile at the hinge line which 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (fOt'ces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Sym-Designation bol 
LongitudinaL ______ X LateraL _____________ Y N onnaL _____________ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 






X Rolling _______ 
Y Pitching ______ 










Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
Y----+Z RoIL _______ rp u p 
Z--+X Pitch.. ______ 8 II q 
X--+Y Yaw ______ __ >l- to r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate s~rIace by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D Diameter p Power, absolute coefficient Op= -;1)6 p Geometric pitch pn 
p/D Pitch ratio O. Speed-power coeffiCient=~p~ V' Inflow velocity 
V. Slipstream velooity 1/ Efficiency 
T Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ~ n R evolutions per second, rps pn 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2:n) Q Torq ue, absolu te coefficient OQ= 9J)5 ot> pn 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s= 550 ft-Ib/sec 
1 metric horsepower= O.9863 hp 
1 mph = O.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.23@9 mph 
.1 Ib=0.4536 kg 
- 1 kg=2.2046 Ib 
1 mi=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft 
1 m= 3_2808 ft 
